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ABSTRACT

Learning from limited supervision has become an area of interest in machine
learning because deep learning systems have demonstrated a dependence on
large, labeled data sets which can be costly and sometimes unfeasible to obtain. A subset of this endeavor is the task of low-shot learning which is learning from a handful of labeled examples and has seen recent attention in image
recognition. In this work we investigate the low-shot learning paradigm in the
context of semantic segmentation, the challenges that it presents, and develop
techniques for addressing these challenges. We first explore multiple ways in
which limited labeling can occur in the task of semantic segmentation which is
not a straight forward extension of its image recognition counter-part. Next we
present novel techniques for increasing performance which include a form of
learned data augmentation and incorporating inductive biases about local context to leverage unlabeled data. Finally we shift the experiments to a more natural and general setting in which the data naturally follows a heavy-tail distribution over the class frequency and size rather than artificially limiting labeled
data for certain classes.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Low-shot Learning

Neural networks have shown a remarkable ability to classify data especially in
the domain of image classification. Although the results are impressive, deep
learning models require large amounts of labeled data which is time-consuming
and costly to acquire. Recently much research has been conducted in the field of
transfer learning and meta-learning to remedy this dependency on large quantities of labeled data. Some progress has been in this area such as in the technique
fine-tuning which leverages large, preexisting data sets to perform image classification on images from a different distribution.
Related to this goal of being data efficient, low-shot learning aims to perform
a task well given very few labeled examples. Research has conjectured low-shot
learning to be a reasonable objective given that humans can learn novel concepts with only a handful of examples. For instance, given only a few examples
of bird wings in images we hope to identify other wings of birds with high accuracy. Although work has been done for low-shot learning in image recognition
and other classification tasks, low-shot learning in semantic segmentation is a
relatively unexplored area. The goal of efficiency with labeled data is particularly important for semantic segmentation because obtaining dense mask labels
is more time consuming than for traditional recognition tasks. Additionally, as
we discuss in section 2.1, semantic segmentation in a real world setting will nat1

urally lead to a heavy-tail distribution of object frequencies and so improving
performance on rare classes is an inevitably important challenge.
The prominent approach for lowshot learning draws from the field of metalearning. In meta-learning a meta-learner is trained to map from a small training
set to a classifier. The meta-learner is trained by feeding a small number of examples from a larger training set to obtain a classifier then obtaining a loss for
the classifier by applying it to another small set of examples from the training
set. The two most common approaches to meta-learning can be grouped into
metric learning and optimization. In metric learning the meta-learner attempts
to learn a kernel function that measures the similarity between examples and
the classifier uses similarity between the testing and training set to make predictions. The prototypical network, matching networks, and siamese networks are
examples of metric learning [5, 6, 14]. The other approach is for a meta-learner
to learn to make optimization updates to parameters from a small number of examples in contrast to stochastic gradient descent which takes a large training set
and many gradient steps. The most prominent example of optimization based
approaches to lowshot learning is the work by Ravi et al. [15]. In our work we
will focus on the metric learning approach, prototypical networks, because it is
the state-of-the-art for lowshot image recognition.
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1.2

Semantic Segmentation

Semantic segmentation is the task of labeling each pixel as the class to which it
belongs. Segmentation, the parsing of an image into its parts, has long been a
task of interest in computer vision [7]. In this section we will discuss the modern
deep learning approaches to semantic segmentation and how they relate to our
work.
Deep learning became the prominent approach to segmentation when fully
convolutional neural networks were introduced as a method for semantic segmentation. In the work by Long et al. [?] they show how traditional neural network architectures for image recognition can be modified to perform semantic
segmentation. The modification is to remove the global pooling and classification layer then add a pointwise convolution with number of channels equal to
the number of classes. With this modification the network outputs an image
with channel number equal to the class number and the value of each channel
is the probability it belongs to each class. Finally they use bilinear upsampling
or deconvolution to upsample the prediction to the resolution of the original
image. The upsampling stage is necessary because most neural network architectures have pooling operations which downsample the feature maps as the
input passes through the layers and the resolution of the prediction map should
match the resolution of the original image. The network is trained using cross
entropy loss summed over all pixels in the image.
A more recent architecture that builds on the work of fully convolutional
neural networks is the U-net [13]. The U-net has a similar architecture to the con3

volutional layers of the architecture proposed by Long et al. The contribution is
in the deconvolutional stage of the network. Rather than bilinearly upsampling
the prediction map, U-net passes the input through successive deconvolutional
layers. Between each deconvolutional layer the U-net concatenates the output
from the previous layer with the feature map of the same resolution obtained
during the convolutional stage. The output of the U-net is then an image of the
same resolution as the input with channels equal to the number of classes. For
our work we remove the final pointwise convolution and softmax which predicts the class probability for each pixel once the model is trained and use our
models to make predictions on top of the feature map.
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CHAPTER 2
THE LOWSHOT PARADIGM IN SEGMENTATION

Lowshot learning and more generally methods that require less supervision
have become increasingly of interest in order to both ease the costs of supervision as well as leverage the other forms of data present for to improve performance [3, 10, 12]. In this chapter we will be discussing currently proposed
evaluation procedures for lowshot semantic segmentation, the various tradeoffs associated with each, and explain our own experimental setup.

2.1

Exploring the Problem Setting

The standard procedure for lowshot learning in image recognition and other
classification tasks is the n-shot, k-way task. This paradigm draws a distinction
between base and novel classes. The base classes are those seen by the model
during training and the novel classes are those seen only during testing. For
training the model is provided a set of labeled training examples from the base
classes. During evaluation the model is given a support set, S , consisting of n
examples each from the k novel classes and must classify a query set, Q, which
consists of examples from the k novel classes. This process is repeated and the
performance is aggregated over a series of support and query pairs. The evaluation intends to mirror the real world scenario in which a model has only n
examples of certain classes and the goal is to classify these rare classes correctly.
The n-shot, k-way task has been extended to semantic segmentation with
5

various interpretations and we will be discussing the two most prominent approaches that have been proposed. The first evaluation, used by Rakelly et al.
[11], reformulates the problem to consider the number of pixels, p, taken from
each image to be included in the support. For the p-pixel, n-shot, k-way task the
support set is of size pnk and each example is an individual pixel. The query
consists of a set of images from the k novel classes of which all pixels are classified. In the work by Rakelly et al. k is restricted to 2 so the problem is binary
classification. In section 3.4 we run experiments in this setting where the number of pixels per image are restricted although we mainly focus on the next
formulation of the lowshot setting because we find it a more applicable where
full labels are provided.
The second formulation of lowshot semantic segmentation has been proposed by Shaban et al. [1] and adopted by [?]. This formulation considers the
setting in which we have dense label masks for each image and we are given n
images for each of k subclasses. The evaluation is performed on Pascal 2012 and
splits the data set into 4 partitions of 5 classes. Then 4 separate evaluations are
made in which 3 of the partitions are treated as base classes and the final held
out partition is treated as the set of novel classes. The base classes are used for
meta-training with the support and query procedure and the novel classes are
used for meta-testing under the same procedure. Shaban et al. reports performance on each of the four folds of Pascal 2012. We use this evaluation in order
to compare their results with ours using the feature hallucination technique detailed in section 3.2.

6

Finally we propose a third setting because of the draw backs of the aforementioned evaluations. We find that the experimental setting of Shaban et al.
and Rakelly et al. cannot be applied to data sets in which the objects are not
object-centric and partitioned by their object class such as ADE20k which are
sorted into scene-types. The evaluation breaks down because we cannot select
examples from k classes when an example doesn’t belong to a specific class.
Additionally if classes appear in the query, but not the support then the problem moves from lowshot to zero shot in an uncontrollable manner. This flaw in
the above evaluations reveal that these settings are relatively artificial and realworld images are not associated with a single object class unlike image recognition. In the case of ADE20k images are grouped into scene-type which defines
a distribution over images and object classes, but even with this distinction the
n-shot k-way paradigm does not hold. In the most unstructured and realistic setting all of the images could come from the same partition and then we’d have
little hope of regaining a semblance of the n-shot k-way set up.
For these reasons we propose that for the ADE20k data set we randomly select 10% of the classes as novel and remove them from every image in the training set. Then for evaluation add back the novel labels to the training set and the
entire training set can be used as support. We report mean IoU for novel and
base classes that appear with frequency between 5% and 1% in the training set
and below 1%. For images that are in the low frequency groups they are a more
general concept of lowshot and so we can look to improve IoU for classes in
these categories. We also measure the affect that having the labels during training time or only during test has by holding out the 10% novel classes similar to
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the previous approaches.

2.2

Data Sets and Metrics

The three data sets we use are Pascal VOC, Pascal Parts, and ADE20k which are
all commonly used segmentation data sets. The metric that we used was mean
intersection over union. This is the standard metric for semantic segmentation.
It is calculated by dividing the overlap of the predicted segmentation mask and
the true segmentation mask by the total area covered by the two masks and then
averaged over all classes.
The feature hallucination experiments were performed on the Pascal Parts
and Pascal VOC data sets [4]. The Pascal Parts data set was not heavily used as
lowshot learning on the data set was not a feasible task. The spatial relationship
between parts such as right ear and left ear was not a realistic task to learn when
we were not incorporating spatial information into our prediction. Pascal VOC
contains 20 object classes and one background class and images are associated
with 1 of the 20 classes. See 2.1 for example images and labels from Pascal.
The ADE20k is a semantic segmentation data set that is primarily used for
scene parsing which uses 150 classes. We use the full 2,693 classes provided
large number classes are more suited for the lowshot problem because metatraining typically benefits from many classes. The ADE20k data set is grouped
by scene-type and is not object-centric like the Pascal VOC data set. The classes
include non-object classes such as walls, floors, sky, etc and does not contain the

8

Figure 2.1—Samples from the Pascal VOC data set. Each image belongs to one
of the 20 classes and are object-centric. All pixels that are not of the 20 classes
are labeled as background.
background class. For examples see figure 2.3.

Figure 2.2—The frequency at which each class appears in the ADE20k training
set sorted and plotted on a log scale. The classes in red are the randomly
selected novel classes which are unseen during training and the blue classes
are the base classes. We can see that the frequency follows a heavy tail
distribution as the plot here is subexponential.

One property of the ADE20k data set of interest is that the objects have a
frequency that follows a heavy tail distribution. Frequency is defined as the
9

Figure 2.3—Examples from the ADE20k data set. Each image comes from a
given scene type and contain on average 9.9 classes per image. In total there
are 2,693 total classes in the data set and each pixel of the photo is labeled
according to one class.
number of times an object appears in an image divided by the total number of
images. This property creates a natural setting for lowshot learning whereas
in the Pascal VOC data set the object frequency is uniform among the classes.
Therefore we need not restrict classes by artificially removing them but instead
focus on classes that appear rarely. See figure 2.2 for the distribution of class
frequency in ADE20k.
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CHAPTER 3
TECHNIQUES FOR IMPROVING GENERALIZATION

3.1

Evaluating Baselines and Standard Lowshot Models

The baselines for low-shot semantic segmentation are not established at the time
of this work and so we look for baselines with which to compare. To establish
these baselines we look to synthesize traditional semantic segmentation [2, 13]
and low shot models [6]. In addition we compare with the limited preexisting
research in low-shot segmentation [1].
For all of our experiments on the Pascal VOC and Pascal Parts data set we
first obtain the feature maps for each image using a residual network [8] pretrained on ImageNet and cache the feature maps similar to the procedure of
Hariharan et al. [16]. For the experiments on ADE20k we train a U-net architecture [13] from scratch on the training set with novel classes excluded to
obtain feature maps of higher resolution that are tailored to our task. We then
make predictions on the feature maps with each model to obtain class probabilities for each feature vector in the low resolution feature map and bilinearly
upsample to obtain a prediction for each pixel. The two models we use for our
baselines are a softmax classifier and the prototypical network. We use the softmax classifier because it is the standard classification layer for deep learning in
a non-lowshot setting and we find that it performs surprisingly well compared
to other classification models. We use the prototypical network as the baseline
because it is the state-of-the-art for low-shot recognition and has the best perfor11

mance of all techniques that were tried. We also ran soft nearest neighbor and k
nearest neighbor on the Pascal 2012 data set but found them significantly worse
than prototypical networks and softmax.

3.2

Feature Hallucination for Segmentation

Data augmentation in deep learning and especially computer vision is a well
established technique that has been used to increase the generalization and performance of neural networks. Data augmentation is usually done with prior domain knowledge and transformations are performed manually such as rotating,
resizing, and flipping images. Recently work by Hariharan et al. [?] has shown
that intra-class variation can be learned from labeled data and transferred to
other classes to increase the number of labeled examples as a more flexible form
of data augmentation that does not require hand-crafted transformations. In the
work by Hariharan et al. they learn transformations on the features of images
by inputting each image to a fully connected neural network and performing
back-propagation with respect to an objective function in order to learn the parameters of the transformation.
We propose a novel technique for learned data augmentation for semantic
segmentation. The novel challenge for learning intra-class variation in semantic segmentation is capturing the geometric variation in classes of objects. The
previous works captured variation in the features of an image, however for semantic segmentation we want to capture the spatial variation of each class ob-
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ject. For instance, given many pictures and pixel masks of animals we want to
learn the variation in their poses and transfer that variation to classes of animals
for which we have limited examples. Semantic segmentation presents a novel
challenge in that the spatial transform of the image necessitates both a transformation to the image as well as the labels. We would expect if we move an object
in the image that the respective pixel mask should move to remain covering the
object.
There are three main components in our learned data augmentation architecture. The first part of our pipeline is the thin plate spline with spatial transform
network to learn the intra-class geometric variation in each segmentation class.
We feed Gaussian noise to our fully connected neural network which maps the
noise to a set of displacement vectors that determines the way in which the image will be warped by the thin-plate-spline algorithm. We train the neural network through back-propagation so that the network will learn warps that are
useful during meta-training in the base classes and transfer those to the novel
classes.
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Figure 3.1—The architecture for the learned data augmentation technique that
we propose for improving generalization in low-shot semantic segmentation.
The feature extractor which is Resnet 50 and the prototypical network are fully
modular and can be replaced by other feature extractors and inference models.
The only constraint is that the inference model is differentiable with respect to
the support examples which is common in low-shot learning.

The next stage in the architecture is the feature warping network. This stage
is similar to the technique used in [16]. In this stage we concatenate Gaussian
noise with the image and feed it to a channel-wise convolution which warps
each feature. The network is initialized as the identity mapping as suggested by
[16].
The final stage is the prototypical network which transforms the feature
maps using a convolutional neural network then computes the centroid of each
class and performs soft nearest neighbors with each class centroid. The prototypical network uses soft nearest neighbors and the centroid in order to be
robust to low number of examples and to account for class imbalance. The prototypical network is fully differentiable so we train the architecture through the
thin plate spline. The architecture can be seen in figure 3.1
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One problem that we encountered during our experiments was that the thinplate-spline transform was warping images to an extreme degree, producing
unrealistic feature maps ??. There were multiple techniques we tried in order to
regularize the warpings to be more realistic and produce qualitatively reasonable results. The first approach was to initialize the network that mapped the
Gaussian noise to the displacement vectors to map to zero to encourage warpings of smaller magnitude.
The second change was to reduce the variance of the zero-mean Gaussian
noise. Finally the third approach was to add a term to the loss function that
was proportional to the sum of the L2 norms of the displacement vectors. The
first approach of initializing as zero was not particularly effective and over time
the network would still learn to warp the images in extreme ways. The second
approach did not work because the network learned to warp every image in
an identical way which was the original purpose of adding the noise. The final
approach was successful in producing reasonable warpings and was used for
our results section. This final method is not wholly satisfying because it requires
hyper-parameter tuning for the proportionality constant associated with the L2
norm of the displacement vector and is sensitive to the variance of the Gaussian
noise.
For the feature hallucination it is interesting to note that the thin-plate-spline
transformation always collapsed the foreground label mask to singular pixels.
This result indicates that the network was discouraged from adding examples
to the centroid that were of the foreground class. The problem of labels col-
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Figure 3.2—Samples of the hallucinated examples with the thin-plate-spline
warping. For each triplet the left grid of points shows where each control point
has been moved to, the center image is the label after the warping, and the
right image is the original label. We can see that the network learns to warp all
labels to singular points without regularization. This seems to indicate that the
network finds a solution in which it avoids updating the centroid for the object
classes and considers all pixels to be background.
lapsing to a singular point does not occur in feature hallucination for image
recognition because the labels are static. For future work the objective function
or architecture could be altered to encourage the size of each class to remain the
same.
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Method
Mean IoU (%)
Softmax
33.56 + .89
OSLSM[1]
35.90
Prototypical Network
37.11+ .65
Prototypical Network + Random Crops
37.15 + .79
Prototypical Network + TPS
39.35 + .71
Table 3.1: The experimental results comparing our learned data augmentation
methods against standard data augmentation with the prototypical network,
OSLSM, and the softmax baseline. The experiments are done on Pascal 2012
with 5 supports in each testing iteration. (TPS: Thin Plate Splining)

3.3

Multimodality of the Background Class

A major component of the prototypical network is the simple yet strong inductive bias that each class has a unimodal distribution with the mode at the
centroid of the support set for each class in the feature space. For the semantic
segmentation task we find that this inductive bias does not hold as well, especially for the class of background which is present in the Pascal VOC data set.
This class consists of all semantic classes that aren’t in the 20 particular classes
labeled by Pascal VOC. Not all semantic segmentation data sets contain such
a background class, for example the data set ADE20k. However it is relatively
prevalent practice and presents a particular challenge for prototypical networks
and models that utilize meta-training in general.
We find that the prototypical network has poor classification accuracy on
the background class and we hypothesize this is due to the fact that the background pixels are highly multimodal. For Pascal VOC the background pixels
can belong to any semantic object or thing that isn’t in the original 20 classes. We
notice that the IoU for the background class is lower than foreground classes despite a larger number of examples for the background class. Additionally when
17

the model misclassifies background pixels there isn’t a particular class that the
model is systematically mistaking the background for which indicated that the
prototypical network struggled to model the broad distribution of background
pixels.
To test our hypothesis we looked at the distribution of distances from the
centroid of each class to the associated feature vectors which can be seen in 3.3.
The distances for the background class had a much broader distribution (figure
3.6) with a greater mean, which suggests that the class of background pixels
cannot easily be collapsed to a single mode or prototype in the same way as in
image recognition.

Figure 3.3—The euclidean distance from each feature vector in the query to its
respective class centroid. We can see that the background class has significantly
larger and more distributed distances which suggests that the assumption of
unimodal class distributions is not properly modeling the background class.
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Another possibility is that the different distribution of distances and inability
of the prototypical network to classify background pixels accurately is a consequence of the meta-training procedure we employ. The meta-training procedure may be problematic for background pixels because during each iteration
of meta-training every class that is not in the set of selected classes is labeled
as background. This procedure incentivizes the prototypical network to label
some pixels as background in certain iterations and one of the 20 object classes
in other iterations. With many pixels being incentivized to be close to both the
background centroid and an object centroid it seems that this multi-label set up
could be the cause of our observation that pixels of background classification
are further from their respective centroid.
In order to test if this procedure is the reason for poor performance on background pixels we change the meta-training procedure to entirely exclude pixels
that are not in the set of training classes for a given iteration. For instance in a
2 way classification setting if the selected classes are dog and cat, then all pixels
labeled as human are removed from the image. With this change to the metatraining procedure there is no change to the performance on background pixels
and so we can conclude that the multimodality is more than just a consequence
of this design decision in the training procedure.
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TSNE Plot of Feature Maps for Pascal Parts

Birds

People

Cars and
People

People

Figure 3.4—TSNE plots in 3 dimensions for the pixel features in a 3 and 4-shot
scenario from images in the testing set of Pascal Parts. The background class is
dark purple and other classes

We then look to relax the inductive bias that all classes have a prototypical example. Some work has been done to address classes that are outliers in
conjunction with prototypical networks [12]. In our work we address the multimodality by modeling the background class as the space of all feature vectors
that are sufficiently far from all other centroids. The probability that an example
belongs to each class is then reformulated as:
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C
k,b exp(−d( fφ (x), ck )) + C

(3.1)

exp(−d( fφ (x), ck ))
k,b exp(−d( fφ (x), ck )) + C

(3.2)

P(y = b|x) = P
P(y = k|x) = P

where C is a tunable hyper-parameter that determines how far from every
centroid a feature vector must be in order to be classified as background. If
the assigned label is determined as argmaxk (p(y = k|x) then we can think of the
decision boundaries as spheres of radius ln(C) centered about each centroid, ck
which is shown in 3.5.

Figure 3.5—A standard prototypical network and a prototypical network with
distance thresholding. The radius of each ball is equal to ln(C) and centered at
ck where C is a hyper-parameter.

One empirical property of prototypical networks that has been observed is
that examples in the test and validation set are further from their class centroids
compared to training examples. In order to account for this fact we trained
with a given threshold value of C on the training data then adjusted the threshold value for test time using the validation set. In ?? are the results for these
experiments. We did not see a significant increase in the Mean IoU from thresholding even with tuning the value of C. This set of experiments along with the
relatively comparable performance between prototypical networks and logistic
21

regression might indicate that the model just isn’t well suited for the segmentation problem in general.

3.4

Leveraging Local Context for Iterative Inference

Iterative low-shot learning is related to the method of iterative instance segmentation [9]. In this method we modify the meta-training and meta-testing framework. Given the query and support the model first makes predictions on the
query, then selected examples in the query are added to the support set at each
iteration with their predicted label. Ren et al.[12] has suggested a similar approach for semi-supervised low-shot image recognition, however our approach
differs in that it does not require unlabeled data beyond the test set and uses
local context in the image to determine which query examples to add to the
support set rather than adding all unlabeled data to the support set.
In our experiments on Pascal 2012 we use the softmax model and for determining pixels that were likely to be correct we took pixels above a given
probability threshold for a given class and took only pixels that had all neighbors of the same class. The softmax model would then retrain with these high
confidence pixels. Iterative learning demonstrated significant improvements
for softmax (3% mean IoU for Pascal 2012) and put it on par with prototypical
networks. The results of the iterative low-shot learning on comparison to the
baselines are shown in figure 3.6. We use the evaluation that we propose in
section 2.1

22

Figure 3.6—Results comparing a trained softmax model with and without the
iterative support technique on Pascal 2012. Pixels that were clustered with
similarly predicted pixels were added with their predicted labels to the
support set. These results are obtained using one iteration of iterative support.
Experiments using more iterations were conducted, but improvement beyond
one iteration was marginal.

We also conducted experiments on the ADE20k data set using the local context with iterative inference technique in conjunction with the prototypical network. The prototypical network is differentiable with respect to the support examples and so we can learn a model to predict which examples from the query
set should be added to the support set. We use a convolutional neural network
to predict the weight to give each feature pixel when adding it to the support
set. This allows the pixels in the query set which are incorrectly predicted to be
excluded from the support set and pixels that are likely to be correctly predicted
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Method
Mean IoU (%)
Softmax - Base Classes (Frequency < 5 %)
.06
Softmax - Novel Classes (Frequency < 5 %)
.08
Prototypical Network - Base Classes (Frequency < 5 %)
1.1
Prototypical Network - Novel Classes (Frequency < 5 %)
1.0
Prototypical Network - Base Classes (Frequency > 5 %)
16.2
Prototypical Network - Novel Classes (Frequency > 5 %)
8.3
PTN With Iterative Support - Base Classes (Frequency > 5 %)
18.7
PTN With Iterative Support - Novel Classes (Frequency > 5 %)
10.2
Table 3.2: The results for the iterative support technique as well as baselines on
the ADE20k data set. It is interesting to note that the softmax baseline performs
better on the novel classes when compared to base classes and this can be
explained by the fact that the softmax does not undergo meta-training and by
chance the novel set of classes are easier. )
to be given weight. The updated centroid, c0k , can then be expressed as:

ck =

n+

1
P

P
q∈Q

qi j ∈K 0

gθ (q))

(

X
xi j ∈K

fφ (xi j ) +

X

∗ fφ (qi j ) ∗ gθ (q)i j )

(3.3)

qi j ∈K 0

where g is the function that weights each pixel feature, x is the feature map, and
xi j is a single feature pixel. Additionally K is the set of pixel features that are of
class k and K 0 is the set of pixels in the query that are predicted to be of class k.
The results for the experiments are below in table 3.2

3.5

Future Directions

One of the major limitations that we dealt with was using context for lowshot
learning in general. Specifically contextual relationships between two classes
do not easily transfer between classes. For instance if we know that trees and
birds are correlated in images that doesn’t easily provide any information about
the relationship between the dog and grass class. Our local context technique
24

works by using the inductive bias that pixels near each other are correlated,
however this can only leverage spatial relationships between pixels of the same
class. In theory it should be possible to leverage context between pixels of difference classes, but this might require side-information. For instance knowing
that a novel class is a domestic animal we could expect that it’s appearance is
correlated with people, house objects, and other suburban classes.
Another direction that we would like to further pursue is the learned data
augmentation with the prototypical network. Although the thin-plate-spline
transform was not able to be stabilized during training it’s possible another
method for augmenting the data would be easier to train. Additionally it would
be interesting to further investigate why the thin-plate-spline transforms collapsed the labels to a singular point and why the network would be incentivized
to not update the centroid for foreground classes. For the data set ADE20k with
no background classes it would be interesting to see the behavior. We suspect
that the large class objects such as walls and floors would be expanded similar
to the background behavior in Pascal 2012.
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